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Abstract: Holistic diagnostic sugarcane supply chain studies are critical and have in the past
identified several system-scale opportunities. Such studies are multidisciplinary and employ a range
of methodologies. Most of these methodologies nonetheless, are only tailored to surface a few facets
of problem complexity. A comprehensive view is therefore, more possible only through a
combination of various methodological approaches. The large number of methodologies available,
however, makes it difficult to choose the right method or a combination thereof. A heuristic for the
selection of diagnostic tools in integrated sugarcane supply and processing systems (ISSPS) was
therefore, developed in this research. Diagnostic criteria were developed through comprehensive
literature review to serve as a foundation for tool comparison. The performance of various diagnostic
tools on the criteria was thereafter determined. The performance matrix served as an input into the
Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to prioritise and select
preferred tool(s). Each tool’s suitability to diagnose any of the many ISSPS domains was further
established. Causal loop diagrams, stock and flow diagrams, network approaches and fuzzy cognitive
maps were the only tools in the heuristic that captured feedback. Rich pictures and current reality
trees were the most accessible and interactive, respectively. All the tools in the heuristic could be
applied across all the ISSPS domains except for fuzzy cognitive maps which should be applied with
caution within the biophysical domain as these tools are explicitly subjective. Sensitivity analysis of
the TOPSIS model indicated that SFDs were the most sensitive to criteria weights whilst network
approaches were the least sensitive. It is recommended that the heuristic be demonstrated in an actual
ISSPS. It is further recommended that the heuristic should be continuously updated with criteria and
other diagnostic tools.
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1.

Introduction

Integrated sugarcane supply and processing systems (ISSPS) are complex systems characterised
by multiple stakeholders with various, often conflicting objectives [1]. Furthermore, these systems
contain several domains that causally interact to regulate behaviour [2]. As a consequence, ISSPS
exhibit several complex systems characteristics viz. non-linearity, feedback, delays, constant change,
counterintuitive behaviour, emergence, and trade-offs [3]. Integrated sugarcane supply and
processing systems as used in this research refers to the flow of sugarcane and information between
sugarcane growing and raw sugar production. This segment includes components of cultivation,
harvesting, transport and milling. Up to the point of raw sugar, ISSPS are driven by a wide range of
biophysical push factors such as pest and diseases, unpredictable weather, and fluctuating qualities.
However, post-milling the supply chain factors change significantly as the product (raw sugar)
becomes biologically stable and also becomes the responsibility of one firm.
Similar to many other industries, the sugar industry is mature, well established and systems are
relatively efficient. However, due to the higher degree of connectivity, the interactions between
growers, harvesters, haulers, and the millers influence the overall effectiveness of ISSPS.
Complexity as indicated in Figure 1 emanates from the interactions within and/or between these
stakeholders and the many ISSPS domains. As a result, significant inefficiencies remain present in
ISSPS e.g., vehicle over-fleeting [4], unnecessary risk averse behaviour [5] and problematic
forecasting and planning [6]. Many of these inefficiencies are attributed to economics, collaboration
issues, system governance and misaligned stakeholder objectives.
It can be seen from the causal loop diagram in Figure 1 that the issue of mill stops directly
affects four key stakeholder groups viz. millers, growers, harvesters and haulers. Furthermore,
complexity from interactions between domains is well pronounced on the sugarcane quality variable
and on the reliability of harvesters and hauliers. As indicated in Figure 1, the quality of sugarcane
delivered at the mill is a function of rainfall (environment), the reliability of harvesting and haulage
(collaboration) and grower returns (economic). Delays due to low harvest and haulage reliability can
cause considerable sugarcane moisture loss, sucrose inversion and a decline in recoverable sugar.
Excessive rainfall on the other hand, reduces the ability to pre-harvest burn sugarcane and increases
the chances of soil contamination on the harvest. The onset of rainy weather early on in the milling
season therefore, requires some trade-offs between sugarcane quality and the length of the milling
season. As the length of the milling season is adjusted to accommodate delayed crushing, this
sometimes coincides with the wet season. Sugarcane harvested around the wet season is usually high
in fibre. Furthermore, a combination of rainfall and high temperatures increases the rate of sugarcane
deterioration.
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Figure 1. Complexity in ISSPS.
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To make sense of complex systems it is important to recognise that most issues do not exist in
isolation, but are imbedded within complex interrelationships and interdependencies between system
elements. Holistic sugarcane supply chain research has been an important contributor to the industry
and has in the past identified several system-scale opportunities. Such research is mostly
multidisciplinary and employs a range of research methodologies, such as interviews, questionnaires,
stakeholder workshops, statistical data analysis, and modelling. A “one size fits all” approach to
optimising all the systems at the same time, however, is unlikely. Even though the fundamentals of
sugarcane supply chains are the same, each mill area exhibits a number of relatively unique
combination of issues, which need to be contextualised at the local level [7]. Complex systems
theory presents valuable universal laws such as Ashby’s law [8] and the Theory of Constraints [9], to
help unlock such localised opportunities. Ashby posits that the precise measure of complexity is
variety [8]. Through the Law of Requisite Variety, Ashby argues that the variety of a system which
regulates has to be at least equal to the variety of the system it is regulating [8]. The Theory of
Constraints on the other hand, is premised on the assumption that within any complex system there
exist a certain constraint, or a few. The Theory of Constraints as such, makes it is possible to identify
such constraint(s) for improvement purposes [9].
System improvements are however, likely to occur through an evolutionary small step-by-step
approach as opposed to a complete top-down restructuring and system overhaul [10]. This guided
self-organisation notion is supported by amongst others [11], who claim that modern systems have a
high degree of connectivity which makes these systems unpredictable, rigid and slow to change.
Within a rigid and complex system it becomes difficult to follow standard optimisation-based
research strategies. In fact, it often takes a significant amount of time to prioritise the importance of
different issues that seem to negatively affect the overall system. Researchers can find themselves
entangled in a web of unstructured, interconnected and multidisciplinary issues, which restricts the
opportunity to apply unbiased scientific methodologies.
In this context, a heuristic research approach helps the researcher to fast track progress and to
select appropriate research methodologies that appear promising. Heuristics are problem solving
strategies designed to arrive at satisfactory solutions with the modest amount of effort. A review of
heuristics is provided by [12] who further define the term as a strategy “with the goal of making
decisions more quickly, frugally, and/or accurately than more complex methods”. Heuristics reduce
the cognitive burden associated with complex decision making and offer decision-makers an
opportunity to examine only a few signals and/or alternative choices before reaching a conclusion [13].
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier argue that many researchers, including Einstein, extensively used and
supported heuristic research approaches [12]. Given the background, this article develops an
overarching diagnostic heuristic for ISSPS aimed at diagnosing relatively small but pertinent, in situ
constraints and opportunities. Contrary to most research in ISSPS which focuses on long-term issues [14],
the proposed heuristic advocates for short-term focused solutions with an aim of making small,
incremental changes. An integrated sugarcane supply and processing system as defined in this
research refers to the physical flow of sugarcane between growing, harvesting, transport, as well as
the processing components.
The health of a supply chain should be evaluated before making any interventions into the
system [15]. Determining the “overall health” of the system implies a systematic process that
considers all components that constitute the supply chain hence, diagnosis is critical for continuous
improvement [16,17]. The term “diagnosis” refers to identification and investigation of the cause and
nature of a condition, situation or a problem. Supply chain diagnosis is thus, a structured examination
of issues within a supply system in order to identify improvement opportunities. Poor diagnosis
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remains a huge challenge within agricultural supply systems [18]. Various researchers attribute the
low adoption of technologies in agricultural systems to misdiagnosis of issues [18,19]. Although
literature provides many examples of diagnostic tools and their applications within ISSPS, these
tools, however, are largely tailored to deal with specific problem areas and mostly, within certain
paradigms [20,21]. Even those tools that are able to diagnose issues in multiple paradigms and/or
dimensions, more often give less attention to the integrated nature of some of the problems. A
comprehensive view is therefore more possible only through the use of a combination of tools, a
concept widely referred to as multimethodology.
The large number of diagnostic tools available further makes it difficult to choose the best tool
or a combination thereof, an obvious gap to developing criteria for accurate comparison of tools. The
objectives of the research were therefore, to develop criteria against which diagnostic tools could be
evaluated and also to compare the performance of different tools against such criteria. The broad
nature of ISSPS (multiple domains), however, means that not all tools could be applied across all
ISSPS domains. Depending on the domain(s), each tool can (to a certain extent) be applicable or not
applicable. This research therefore further seeks to capture the diagnostic suitability of each tool
against the domains. The heuristic will provide a mechanism to objectively compare, select, use,
and/or commission various systemic diagnostic tools. Although the focus is on sugarcane systems,
the attributes of ISSPS make the heuristic a relatively general approach to integrated agricultural
systems. It is therefore, envisaged that the heuristic will also be transferable to other agricultural
industries, including the large number of new and rapidly developing bio-fuel and bio-refinery
supply systems.
An integrated sugarcane supply and processing system as conceptualised in this study is a sum
of nine domains viz. biophysical, collaboration, culture, economics, environment, future strategy,
information sharing, political forces, and structures [2]. The biophysical domain describes the
physical equipment and processes involved in an ISSPS. These include raw material, work-inprocess inventory, and finished products. Collaboration in contrast, describes an act where two or
more independent supply chain members mutually work together to achieve more benefits than when
acting in isolation. According to Wilding and Humphries, supply chain collaboration is defined by
the level of trust, commitment, cooperation, and coordination [22]. Culture is defined as a pattern of
shared values, beliefs, assumptions, and behaviour [23].
The environment describes the context within which a supply chain exists. The environment is
thus multi-dimensional consisting of macro and micro factors [24]. Conversely, supply chain strategy
is the intelligence function that monitors the environment for threats and opportunities. The
economic domain describes all activities that progressively create value for the supply chain.
Economic factors determine the success and profitability of ISSPS as they affect capital availability,
cost and demand. Structure refers to the distribution of tasks and responsibilities within supply
chains. Issues of power within a supply system are described by political forces. Lastly, information
sharing describes the extent to which critical and proprietary information is communicated between
supply chain partners.
The article is structured into five sections. The first section provides an overview of the practice
of multimethodology outlining its applications, strengths and weaknesses. Methods undertaken to
conduct the study are described in Section 3. Results and Discussion are presented in Section 4
followed by a section on Conclusion and Recommendations.
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2.

An overview of multimethodology

Multimethodology is a form of methodological pluralism that describes the creative
combination of different methodologies, or parts thereof, within a single intervention [25]. It is not a
methodology or a specific way of combining methodologies but rather, “a whole area of utilising a
plurality of methodologies and techniques” [26]. The term “methodology” refers to a structured set
of procedures or guidelines employed by researchers to undertake interventions [27]. Techniques or
methods on the other hand, are well-defined primary activities or a sequence of operations within a
methodology. Methodologies thus consist of various techniques. The term “tool” is used
interchangeable throughout the study to refer to methodologies and/or techniques.
Each methodology is based on particular philosophical assumptions it makes about the nature of
the world in which it can be applied (paradigms) hence, the scepticism around multimethodology
especially when partitioning and/or combining methodologies and/or techniques from different
paradigms [28]. Paradigms specify ontology (what is assumed to exist), epistemology (possibilities
of, and limitations on the nature of valid knowledge), axiology (what is considered right), and
methodology. Traditionally, two paradigms exist viz. soft (interpretivism/constructivism) and hard
(positivism/post-positivism) paradigm. The hard paradigm views the world as objective whilst soft
paradigms are based on a subjective meaning [29]. Another paradigm that is widely used is the
critical paradigm. The critical paradigm has political overtones and obliges that the researcher(s)
should uncover hidden assumptions about a specific context [30]. The paradigm assumes a
transactional epistemology and a historical ontology [31].
Researchers advocating for methodological pluralism allude to the fact that the real world is
multidimensional whilst particular paradigms focus on specific aspects of the problem context [20].
Adopting only one paradigm for certain problem contexts only reveals certain aspects of that context
but is completely blind to others. Methodological pluralism and hence, multimethodology views all
methods as complementary. According to the Theory of Communicative Action [32], the real world is
made up of interactions between three constructs viz. material, personal and social. Currently there is
“no existing methodology” that comprehensively covers all of these worlds simultaneously, hence,
the need to draw upon a plurality of methodologies [33]. The research/intervention process itself
proceeds through a number of phases and as such, multimethodology offers a comprehensive option
by exploiting different tools for different phases [34]. This ability, even when the tools cover similar
functions, provides triangulation. Triangulation, which is the use of multiple methods on the same
phenomenon, generates new insights and provides possibilities for validating results [35].
There are two commonly used approaches to multimethodology viz. the M-B framework [27] and
the Mingers approach [20]. The M-B framework uses a 2-dimensional grid with the problem context
(material, social and personal worlds) on one side and the four general phases of
research/intervention [36] on the other. The research/intervention phases, as portrayed by [36], are
the appreciation phase, analysis, assessment, and the action phase. The appreciation phase is a design
and conceptualisation phase that describes the problem context as experienced by stakeholders. The
analysis phase depicts the underlying structures and constraints that maintain a specific problem.
Assessment weighs up postulated explanations and potential changes to the problem context whilst
the action phase brings about change if necessary. Assigning tools on the M-B framework is
somewhat subjective and ad hoc. According to Mingers, the M-B framework does not critically
specify the dimensions and phases in which a particular tool is more useful [20]. Furthermore,
Mingers J [20] argues that the M-B framework does not focus on specific tasks but is rather more
general towards the problem context. To overcome some of the M-B framework limitations,
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Mingers J [20] developed another framework with added dimensions. The Mingers framework [20]
outlines the purpose of the intended intervention and also surfaces the philosophical assumptions
(ontology, epistemology and axiology) underpinning each methodology and/or method under
consideration. These “dimensions” are then synthesised into a Soft Systems Methodology root
definition form [37].
The main criticism towards multimethodology concerns paradigm incommensurability [38]. The
issue of incommensurability, largely based on the history of science [39], has been widely challenged
by researcher [40,41]. Kuhn asserted that paradigms succeed each other and therefore, reconciliation
between the “old” and the “new” cannot be possible [39]. The Theory of Knowledge Constitutive
Interest [42] was used by [43] as a foundation to challenge incommensurability. The Theory of
Knowledge Constitutive Interest states that all knowledge is aimed at serving three human interests
viz. technical, practical and emancipatory. Jackson, however, argues that these interests are aligned
with the hard, soft, and critical paradigms, respectively and as such, paradigms are complementary.
Accordingly, the Theory of Communicative Action [32] is used by [44] to justify paradigm
complementarity. The hard, soft and critical paradigms pursue the material, social and personal
worldviews, respectively [45]. Mingers maintains that there is no universal classification of paradigms
and that the concept is simply a heuristic [44]. It is upon these arguments [44–46] that paradigms are
considered complimentary in this research. Multimethodology, as considered in this study therefore,
refers to a bespoke methodology where various methodologies are partitioned into components and
then combined together.
Cultural and cognitive feasibility are also considered to be barriers towards the development
and adoption of multimethodology [44]. Cultural feasibility refers to the extent to which existing
paradigm subcultures facilitate or act against the use of multimethodology. According to Mingers
and Brocklesby, crossing and/or combining paradigms requires individuals to overcome socially
constructed obstacles [27]. Mingers pointed out that there are interdependencies between personality
traits, entrenched cognition and research preference [44]. These links cause individuals to experience
difficulties in moving between paradigms.
3.

Methods

The availability of multiple stakeholders and their varying perspectives means that the diagnosis
of issues in ISSPS should not only be guided by cause and effect but also the appreciation of
different worldviews [1]. This is further complicated by the fact that most of the diagnostic tools
available are only tailored for specific context. A heuristic that could provide a comprehensive
diagnosis therefore, requires a combination of tools from different paradigms and strong criteria that
could guide such. The development of the ISSPS diagnostic heuristic was therefore, based on
pragmatism. The pragmatic paradigm is founded on the assumption that either or both positivism and
interpretivism provide acceptable knowledge dependent upon the research question. Pragmatism as
such, is pluralistic and is congruent with the practice of multimethodology taken within the
predisposition of practitioner-based research.
Following a thorough literature review, diagnostic criteria were developed. The criteria were
founded on Bhaskar’s appreciation and analysis phases [36]. The criteria are important given
Mingers’ argument [20] that the M-B framework does not critically specify the dimensions and
phases in which particular tools are more useful. The developed criteria therefore, critically
expanded on each phase (appreciation and analysis) and specified exactly what was expected from
the diagnosis process. A numerical ranking scale of 1–5 was used to determine the performance of
AIMS Agriculture and Food
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various diagnostic tools on the criteria, where a score of 5 indicated excellent and 1, very poor. Zero (0)
was used to specify no relationship whatsoever. The systemic tools considered were the current
reality trees, fuzzy cognitive maps, network analysis approaches, rich pictures, stock and flow
diagrams, cause and effect diagrams, and causal loop diagrams. Various researchers have compared
the performance of some of these tools on numerous criteria and under diverse contexts. For example,
Soft Systems Methodology was compared to System Dynamics in a health services context using
qualitative and graphical scales. Similarly, a qualitative scale was used to compare the performance
of the current reality tree and cause and effect diagram amongst other tools. A comprehensive
literature review was further used to determine the appropriateness of each of the tools to diagnose
issues within each of the many ISSPS domains viz. biophysical domain, collaboration, culture,
economics, environment, future strategy, information sharing, political forces, and structures.
Formulating ISSPS as domains provided a more specific context than expressing the system along
Habermas worlds [32].
The developed performance matrix was used as an input into the Technique for Order of
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to prioritise and to select appropriate diagnostic
tool(s). The TOPSIS is a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) tool. Multi-criteria decision
analysis techniques seek to integrate objective measurements with value judgment [47]. The TOPSIS
selects alternatives that simultaneously have the shortest distance from an ideal solution and the
furthest distance from a negative ideal solution. It was considered attractive in this research due to its
simplicity, rationality, comprehensibility and good computational efficiency. The TOPSIS uses a five
step process as indicated in Figure 2. The technique is, however, only an aid to decision making and
does not give a right or a wrong answer.
Initially (as indicated in Figure 2), the performance matrix is normalised before being multiplied
by a weight assigned to each criterion. Decision makers define these weights according to their
preferences and the sum of all weights should be equal to one. Steps 4 and 5 compute the ideal
solutions and the separation measures, respectively. The TOPSIS in this research uses the benefit
criteria as opposed to the cost function [49]. Hence, for all criteria the positive ideal solution in Step
3 remains a maximum value.
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Step 1: Construct a normalised decision matrix
2
𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖𝑗 /�∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚; 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

where 𝑥𝑖𝑗 and 𝑟𝑖𝑗 are original and normalised scores of performance matrix, respectively.
Step 2: Construct a weighted normalised decision matrix
𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑗

where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight of the 𝑗 criterion
Step 3: Determine the positive ideal and negative ideal solutions
𝐴∗ = {max 𝑣1∗ , … , 𝑣𝑛∗ }, Positive ideal solution

where 𝑣𝑖∗ = �max�𝑣𝑖𝑗 � 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽; min�𝑣𝑖𝑗 � 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′ �
𝐴′ = {𝑣1′ , … , 𝑣𝑛′ }, Negative ideal solution

where 𝑣 ′ = �min�𝑣𝑖𝑗 � 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽; max�𝑣𝑖𝑗 � 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′ �
Step 4: Calculate the separation measures for each alternative
The separation from positive ideal is:
1

2 2

𝑆𝑖∗ = �∑�𝑣𝑖∗ − 𝑣𝑖𝑗 � � 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚

Similarly, the separation from the negative ideal alternative is:
1

2 2

𝑆𝑖′ = �∑�𝑣𝑖′ − 𝑣𝑖𝑗 � � 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚
Step 5: Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution 𝐶𝑖∗
𝐶𝑖∗ = 𝑆𝑖′ /(𝑆𝑖∗ + 𝑆𝑖′ ), 0 < 𝐶𝑖∗ < 1

Select the alternative with 𝐶𝑖∗ closest to 1

Figure 2. Stepwise procedure for performing the TOPSIS [48].
4.

Results and discussion

This Results and Discussion section is divided into three sub-sections. Using extensive literature,
systemic criteria for comparing the performance of various diagnostic tools was developed in Section
4.1. Some of the diagnostic tools that are widely used in ISSPS and/or agricultural systems were
thereafter reviewed in Section 4.2. The last section synthesises the information from Sections 4.1 and
4.2 to develop the diagnostic heuristic.
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4.1. Criteria for selecting diagnostic tools
Integrated sugarcane supply and processing systems are complex characterised by multiple
domains and stakeholders. Under such contexts, the sum of local optimisation solutions does not
often translate to an overall system solution. It is for this reason that various researchers report on a
number of systemic inefficiencies within ISSPS. For example, Gaucher et al. [50] and Wynne et al. [51]
noted that the existence of multiple growers makes coordination of sugarcane supply difficult.
Complex systems such as ISSPS are characterised by both tame and wicked or messy problem
contexts. However, despite such contexts, most interventions into the system often view ISSPS as
hard, technical systems characterised by tame issues [7].
Messy problems are a class of social problems where there are differences of opinions about the
problem or even on the question of whether a problem exists or not [52]. These types of problems are
continually evolving, have many causal levels and have no single solution. On the contrary, tame
problems are well-defined and can be solved linearly using reductionist and/or sequential
techniques [53]. In this research, “wicked problems” also refers to what [54] describes as “messy
problems” and what [55] define as “unstructured problems”.
Tame and wicked problems are not governed by the same logic hence, treating a wicked context
as tame creates confusion and provides ineffective solutions [56]. In the same vein, strategies
developed for wicked problems may not be suitable for tame contexts. This study embraces
Bhaskar’s [36] appreciation and analysis phases of research/intervention to represent wicked and
tame problem contexts, respectively. Conceptualising ISSPS diagnosis along the appreciation and
analysis phases is consistent with the complex systems’ diagnostic process as suggested by [36].
After comparing the M-B framework, the process model [54] and the conceptualisation of problemsolving and decision-making model [57,58] came to the conclusion that complex systems diagnosis
involves these two phases. The remainder of this section describes the appreciation and analysis
phases and develops criteria that should be considered when comparing various tools.
4.1.1.

Criteria for selecting appreciation tools

Wicked problems are socially-constructed and as such, research into such contexts should be
interpretive [59]. Messy problem contexts should therefore be approached using systematic social
processes [60]. An interpretive approach understands reality as defined by subjective experiences of
individuals. Interpretive research seeks to understand the world through an individuals’ own
background and experiences [61]. The appreciation phase as described by Bhaskar [36] is therefore
more appropriate for such problem contexts. The appreciation phase is interpretive and based on the
rationale that different worldviews give a full representation of a problem context.
Various researchers advocate for the use of participatory approaches within the appreciation
phase [62–64]. Participatory approaches improve the legitimacy of findings as participants
collectively learn about issues and discover a common ground [65]. Although convergence of views
is not necessarily the aim of appreciation, in practice partial convergence emerges [63].
Consequently, appreciation tools should be both iterative and interactive [66].
Interactiveness is important as appreciation seeks to elicit resolutions through debate and
negotiation [66]. Interactions between participants and that of participants with the facilitator(s) are
required in order to mutually capture issues. Interactions between participants and the model reshape
the modelling process [67]. Iterative-ness on the other hand is important in order to ensure that
problem representation adjust to reflect the state and stage of discussion [64]. Appreciation tools should
be able to operate non-linearly, switching freely between different modes of interventions [68].
AIMS Agriculture and Food
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Franco and Montibeller refer to this iterative-ness as “phased-ness” and posit that iterative tools
ensure a tangible product without having to pass through all the phases of a process [67]. Iteration
leads to the premature termination of the tendency towards satisficing.
Appreciation tools should also be cognitively accessible in order to accommodate audiences
from a range of background [64]. Accessibility as defined by [69] refers to the tool’s ease of use and
whether it requires specialised skill (or software) or not. It is argued that tools annotated with
mathematical equations and symbols require a certain level of skill and as such, promote unease
among most people [70]. Appreciation tools should also be transparent and nothing should be done
in secrecy [71]. The ownership of the diagnosis process is only guaranteed through transparency of
representation [68]. Representing problem complexity graphically rather than algebraically or in
numerical tables as such, improves participation [70].
4.1.2.

Criteria for selecting analysis tools

The analysis phase is a cause-and-effect stage of diagnosis. Analysis explains the underlying
causal structures that maintain certain problems. According to Raia, asking “why” and “how”
establishes causal determinants of an observed phenomenon [72]. The analysis phase as a result,
embraces a wide range of tools, both quantitative and qualitative.
Cause-and-effect describes the relationship between an event (cause) and a second event (effect),
where the first event is understood to be responsible for the second. According to the Wiener’s
framework [73], the causality of a variable in relation to another can be measured by how well that
variable helps to predict the other. Causality can take the form of directionality, information transfer
and independence [74]. Cause-and-effect is also viewed as a combination of both factor relationships
and causal interdependence [75].
Cause-and-effect in complex systems is not only linear but is also characterised by feedback
which shows how actions reinforce or balance each other. Complex systems therefore, require tools
that capture feedback structures. Human mental models are, however, based on linear thinking and as
a result, often neglect feedback [76]. Consistent with Sterman’s view [76], most cause-and-effect
tools neglect feedback [74]. In such cases cause-and-effect is only described with respect to events
rather than behaviour.
Analysis tools should be able to capture time delays and stock and flows [76]. Time delays, in
combination with feedback, create system instability and the tendency to oscillate [77]. Stocks on the
other hand act as delays or buffers in a system. Analysis tools should clearly present a mechanism for
testing cause-and-effect logic [78]. This should be done to ensure validity of the revealed root cause.
Accordingly, causality requires three conditions: (a) covariation of cause-and-effect, (b) temporal
precedence (cause precedes the effect in time) and (c) non-spuriousness (no plausible alternative
explanation) [79]. Moreover, the validity of causal connections in trees and diagrams should be
governed by a set of logic rules called the “Categories of Legitimate Reservation” (CLR) [80]. The
purpose of these rules as stated in Burns and Musa, is to espouse the criteria that govern causal
connections acceptability [81]. There are eight logic rules categorised into three levels viz. level 1
reservation (clarity), level 2 reservations (entity existence, causality existence) and level 3
reservations (cause sufficiency, additional cause, cause-effect reversal, predicted effect, and tautology).
The clarity rule explains the extent to which a given model communicates the implied causality.
It checks for complete understanding of the cause entity, effect entity and the causal link. Questions
addressed by clarity rules include: (a) is the connection between cause and effect convincing at “face
value”; (b) is there any verbal explanation required to understand cause and effect and; (c) is the link
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too long (i.e., missing intermediate steps). The entity existence rule verifies the existence of the
statement or fact. It challenges the existence of either the cause or effect entity in reality. In causal
existence, however, the existence of the link is called into question.
Level 3 reservations are used only after levels 1 and 2. The cause sufficiency rule examines
whether a cause entity (on its own) is sufficient enough to have a specific effect. It asks the question
“can the cause on its own create the effect or must it exist in concert with other causes?” The
additional cause rule on the other hand, searches for the existence of a completely separate and
independent cause to a specific effect. This reservation examines whether there are circumstances
where the effect would still persist even after removing the cause in question. Cause-effect reversal
questions the direction of causal links. This reservation is used to challenge the thought pattern
where the cause and effect seem reversed. The predicted effect reservation searches for additional
expected and verifiable effects of a particular cause. It seeks to determine whether the cause itself is
tangible. If not, it searches whether there exists one or more additional predicted effects. Lastly,
tautology or the circular logic reservation checks whether the effect is not a sole and insufficient
proof offered for cause existence. Tautology is often a result of an abstract cause that is difficult to
determine and define.
4.2. Systemic diagnostic tools
This section reviews some of the systemic diagnostic tools that are widely used in ISSPS and/or
agricultural systems. A brief description of each tool including its history, application within
agriculture and its limitations is provided. The review does not, however, represent an exhaustive list
but rather focuses on tools that the researchers believe are suitable within agri-industrial systems.
The reviewed tools are the current reality tree, fuzzy cognitive maps, network approaches, rich
pictures, stock and flow diagram, causal loop diagram, and cause and effect diagram.
4.2.1.

Current reality tree

The current reality tree is a technique from Goldrattt’s Theory of Constraints (TOC). The TOC
as a methodology is premised on the assumption that within any system there exist a constraint or a
few that limit systems’ performance and that it is possible to identify such constraint(s) for
improvement purposes. First developed by Eliyahu Goldratt in the late 1970’s, TOC links hard and
soft system issues [82].
Current reality trees (CRTs) are logic-based cause-and-effect tools that identify observed
undesirable effects (UDE) and postulate probable causes. These UDE can be physical or nonphysical. According to Oglethorpe and Heron, TOC tools encompass physical, behavioural,
institutional, and political constraints [83]. Current reality trees are, however, most effective in
policy-related constraints as opposed to physical [84]. This is largely due to their subjective approach.
Machado used CRTs to capture factors that affected the efficiency of an ethanol supply chain [85].
Mena et al. applied CRTs when diagnosing causes of food waste in the UK and Spain [86]. Current
reality trees have also been used to identify UDE in a fresh fruit and vegetables supply chain [87].
Logic rules, often referred to as Categories of Legitimate Reservation, are the core “ingredients”
of CRTs construction. According to Kim et al., logic rules provide “analytical rigour” to CRTs
modelling process [84]. They help a researcher identify the validity of the constructed logic relations.
A current reality tree generally includes at least one positive feedback loop. The loop position
provides guidance on remedial action as a change in or below the loop have an effect on the system [88].
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Current reality trees can be drawn from interviews, brainstorms, open discussions, and/or a
combination thereof. The complex nature of constructing CRTs and their logic system does not only
make CRTs difficult to comprehend but also time-consuming. Goldratt alluded to the fact that CRTs
require a skilled facilitator and cooperation from participants [9].
4.2.2.

Fuzzy cognitive maps

Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) are signed digraph models first introduced by Kosko [89] as an
extension to cognitive maps. They are a combination of cognitive maps with fuzzy logic and neural
networks. Fuzzy cognitive maps depict and analyse human perceptions. Instead of only using signs
to indicate the direction of cause-and-effect (as is the case with cognitive maps), FCMs also associate
a weight with each causal link. Lopolito applied FCMs to capture stakeholders’ perceptions in a biorefinery [90]. Fairweather used FCMs to model perceptions in a dairy supply chain [91]. Fuzzy
cognitive maps have further been used to diagnose collaboration issues [92], inter-firm trust [93],
political forces [94], and cultural issues [95].
Fuzzy cognitive mapping is conducted through interviews, worksheets, pattern notes, and/or
reports. The process involves: (a) the identification of key system concepts (trends, actions, events,
or goals), (b) identification of causal relationships between concepts, and (c) determining the
strength of each causal relationship. In a graphical form these concepts are represented as nodes
�𝐶𝑖𝑗 � and the causal relationships as edges �𝑊𝑖𝑗 �. Edges express the type and degree of causality and
can be one of three types; either positive �𝑊𝑖𝑗 > 0� , negative �𝑊𝑖𝑗 < 0� or no relationship
whatsoever �𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 0�. Cheah et al. allude to the fact that in most cases a scheme of linguistic
modifiers is prepared beforehand to convert discrete linguistic weights into continuous numerical
values [96]. This is necessitated by the fact that most people relate easier to linguistic weights than
numerical [96]. Papageorgiou and Salmeron argue that FCMs dynamics are based on first order logic
and as such, FCMs cannot handle randomness associated with complex systems [97]. The actual
mapping process itself can be demanding, especially when large systems with multiple nodes are
considered. The combination of FCMs from different sources into a single map as indicated by
Hanafizadeh and Aliehyaei [98], however, is oblivious of the fact that each individual map represents
only a partial view of the system.
4.2.3.

Network analysis approaches

Network analysis approaches (NA) use techniques from graph theory, algebra and statistics to
study relational and structural properties. Belamy and Basole are of the view that network analysis
approaches offer a bridge between technical and social issues [99]. Network analysis approaches
integrate qualitative and quantitative data and as such, are applied in both hard and soft contexts.
Network analysis approaches have been used to diagnose issues within ISSPS [2,100,101]. They
have been used to research collaboration issues [102], culture [103] and information sharing [104].
Network analysis approaches utilise information gathered through interviews and records. A
network analysis model consists of a set of elements and a collection of links or connectors between
these entities. Graph theory is applied to links to determine relationships between individual, detect
singular nodes and to identify properties of the entire network. An important attribute of NA is
finding actors that have a central position within a particular network. From graph theory, centrality
has three measures viz. degree, betweenness and closeness [105]. Degree centrality describes the
number of ties that a given node has whilst closeness is a measure of global centrality. A high degree
centrality reflects high connectivity. Closeness centrality gives an estimate of how closely connected
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a node is to others in a particular network. Betweenness on the hand is a measure of brokerage and
measures how often a particular node appears on the shortest path between nodes [106]. Researcher’s
perceptions in the network construction process could introduce bias into a map [2]. Also, large data
can overwhelm generic network software [106]. Results from NA are only a “snapshot” in an
evolution process and should therefore, not be generalised as they are time-specific.
4.2.4.

Rich pictures

Rich pictures (RP) are a flexible graphical tool from Peter Checkland’s Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM). Soft Systems Methodology is a popular soft approach widely used to unlock,
structure and interpret social complexity [37]. It is premised on the fact that complex systems are
social constructs characterised by multiple perspectives. Rich pictures as a tool provide a detailed
representation of these problem contexts. According to Parker et al., RP give a broad, high-grained
view of a problem context. Rich pictures perform three kinds of inquiries viz. intervention, social
and political analysis [37]. Shongwe [1] and Gerwel-Proches [107] amongst others, used RP to
diagnose systemic issues within the South African ISSPS.
Rich pictures can be drawn by participants and/or the facilitator in a participative environment
or by a researcher during interviews. The drawing of RP, however, does not have a specific format or
language but rather depends much on the skill and purposes of the person(s) doing the drawing. This
characteristic makes third party interpretation difficult as people may mistake and misconstrue
meaning. In addition, the whole rich picture process can take a long time to complete considering
multiple revisions.
4.2.5.

Causal loop diagrams

Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) are foundational System Dynamics tools used to conceptualise
and structure complex issues. They seek to develop a holistic view of how relationships between
variables influence the dynamics of a system. Causal loop diagrams are used to represent and
communicate feedback. A causal loop diagram consists of variables connected by cause-and-effect
links. These links have either a positive (+) or negative (−) polarity, which indicates the direction of
causality between the variables when all other variables are conceptually constant. When the causal
links close (in a circular fashion) feedback loops form and these are of two types viz. positive or
negative. A negative feedback loop exhibits a goal-seeking behaviour whilst a positive loop shows a
reinforcing behaviour.
Causal loop diagrams are developed from information gathered through interviews,
observations, archives, and focus groups [76]. Causal loop diagrams have been used to diagnose
issues in the Brazillian ISSPS [108]. Ibarra-Vega used CLDs to model waste management issues in a
bioethanol plant [109]. Causal loop diagrams have further been used to diagnose supply chain
collaboration, culture and strategic issues [110–112]. Causal loop diagrams do not distinguish
between stock and flow structures and as a result the logic behind some causal links may be
misinterpreted. Schaffernicht is of the view that the most common limitation of CLDs is mislabelling
of loop polarity [113].
4.2.6.

Stock and flow diagrams

Unlike causal loop diagrams, stock and flow diagrams (SFDs) are a more detailed System
Dynamics tool. They distinguish between the different types of variables and causal links. Stocks
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describe the state of the system over time and represent major accumulations whilst flow variables
denote the rate of change in stock. Stocks provide systems with inertia and memory and as such, are
a source of delays. They also decouple rates of flow, a characteristic that makes them to be a source
of disequilibrium dynamics. Stock and flow diagrams have been used to model ethanol production in
Mexico [114]. Sandvik and Moxnes used SFDs to evaluate the effects of ethanol production on the
price of oil [115].
The construction of SFDs includes the identification of critical stocks, determining the flows
and defining converters. Stock and flow diagrams can also be constructed by converting CLDs [113].
However, due to their technical orientation, SFDs are considered too complex to comprehend [116].
Lambert and Loiselle are of the view that SFDs often fail to communicate the location of feedback
loops [117].
4.2.7.

Cause and effect diagrams

Cause and effect diagrams (CEDs) are used in many fields to identify and group potential
causes to problems. The tool was first introduced by Kaoru Ishikawa in the early 1940’s. Kumar and
Nigmatulin used CEDs to determine demand uncertainty in a non-perishable food supply chain [118].
Trybus and Johnson applied CEDs to determine causes of food contamination [119]. Similarly,
Mariajayaprakash and Senthilvelan used CEDs to identify parameters that caused conveyor failure at
a sugar plant [120].
Cause and effect diagrams use interviews and brainstorming to identify potential causal factors.
Andersen and Fagerhaug suggest a three-step procedure to drawing CEDs: (a) the problem is written
on the right end of a large arrow, (b) the main categories that causes the problem are written as major
branch arrows emanating from the main arrow and, (c) for each major branch, detailed causal factors
are written as twigs, and these are analysed to determine the likely root causes [121]. According to
Jayswal et al., the major categories should not exceed eight per diagram [122]. Cause and effect
diagrams, however, do not show causal relationships between interrelated issues.
4.3. Synthesis
This section develops the ISSPS heuristic through synthesis of information discussed in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Table 1 shows the performance of the various systemic tools discussed in
Section 4.2 on the diagnostic criteria developed in Section 4.1. Also indicated in Table 1 is the
suitability of each tool to diagnose issues on each of the ISSPS domains. Doggett used a combination
of nominal and ordinal scales to compare the performance of root-cause analysis tools [75]. Jun et al.
on the other hand, employed a cardinal relative scale to compare the performance of several
methodologies on resource-based criteria [123]. Through the use of TOPSIS this research developed
a qualitative heuristic that allows objective comparison of tools. The criteria and performance scores
are discussed immediately after Table 1.
The criteria as deliberated in the Section 4.1 are accessibility, iterativeness, interactiveness,
transparency, feedback, time delays, and cause-and-effect logic. Cause-and-effect logic as a criterion
was conceptualised along the eight logic rules viz. clarity, entity existence, causality existence, cause
sufficiency, additional cause, cause-effect reversal, predicted effect, and tautology. As stated in
Section 3, a score of 5 indicates excellent performance and 1, very poor. A score of zero (0) is used
to specify no relationship whatsoever.
Ontologically, NA, RP and the CRTs are well-suited across all ISSPS domains. These three
tools plus FCMs are the only tools suitable for less abstract problem contexts. The rest of the tools
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begin from a more structured context. As a result, CRTs have been applied before CLDs [124] and
SFDs [125]. In the same vein, rich pictures have preceded CLDs [126], FCMs [98] and Bayesian
networks [1]. Similarly, cognitive maps have been used with CLDs [127], and Bayesian networks [128].
Table 1. The performance of various tools against the diagnostic criteria.
Tools

Cause and effect
diagrams
Causal loop
diagrams
Current reality
trees
Fuzzy cognitive
maps*
Rich pictures
Network
analysis
approaches
Stock and flow
diagrams

Diagnostic criteria
Appreciation criteria
Accessibility Interactive

Iterative

Transparency

Analysis criteria
Feedback Delays

4

2

3

5

0

0

1

3

3.5

4

4

5

4

3

3

5

2

5

2

0

5

3.5

3

3

3

3

0

2

5
1

4
1

1
3

5
1

0
3

0
0

0
2

2

4

5

4

5

5

4

Cause & effect
logic

*Note: Should be applied with caution within the biophysical domain.

Compared to the rest of the tools in the heuristic, RP are the most transparent and accessible
tools more especially because humans identify easily with picture representation. Rich pictures were,
however, the least iterative tool in the heuristic as the drawing of pictures cannot be “phased”.
Current reality trees on the other hand, were the most interactive of all the tools in Table 1. [129]
posits that the CRTs logic and construction rules promote dialogue and discussion. A study by Doggett
pointed out that CEDs were more accessible than CRTs [75]. As indicated in Table 1, RP do not have
“analysis” capabilities and as a consequence, have a score of zero for feedback, cause-and-effect
logic, and time delays.
Causal loop diagrams are less iterative and interactive compared to SFDs based on the fact that
SFDs are constructed (sometimes) from CLDs [113]. Furthermore, the construction of SFDs requires
a certain level of technical skills which renders them even less accessible than most of the tools in
the heuristic. Compared to CLDs, FCMs are less interactive due to the fact that their causal links are
based on first order logic, which happens to be the first step in the development of CLDs links. The
use of language modifiers within FCMs reduces their transparency especially when compared to
CED, CLDs, CRTs, RP and SFDs. Besides the language modifiers, FCMs are based on a “natural”
language that is easily understood by most people hence, they were more accessible compared to
CLDs, CRTs, NA and SFDs. Networks analysis approaches were least accessible, least transparent
and were poor interactively compared to all the tools in Table 1. The use of special software
immediately after compiling worldviews and the fact that cause-and-effect requires some knowledge
of the entire system makes this tool less suitable for participatory modelling.
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Network analysis approaches, FCMs, CRTs, CLDs and SFDs were the only tools in the
heuristic that capture feedback. Nevertheless, feedback in NA, FCMs and CRTs is not
conceptualised and signalled separately as is the case with CLDs and SFDs. Furthermore, these tools
(NA, CRTs, and FCMs) do not capture feedback loop polarity. Feedback polarity is important for
converting information about structure into behaviour. McNally views feedback in CRTs as
“occasional” [130]. Youngman, however, argues that a current reality tree is not complete without a
feedback loop [131].
None of the tools in Table 1 capture time delays except CLDs and SFDs. Park and Kim
acknowledge this “weakness” with FCMs and suggest the use of dummy delay nodes in what they
call “fuzzy time cognitive map” [132]. Between the two system dynamics tools, SFDs explicitly
capture delays through stocks and decoupling rates whilst CLDs only indicate delays through a “hash”
sign. Current reality trees critically validate cause-and-effect logic as their construction is based on
CLR. Burns and Musa proposed that CLR should be incorporated into CLDs to improve model
validity [81]. Cause and effect diagrams sort and relate causes within a classification schema. Hence,
in terms of the cause-and-effect logic criterion, CEDs are susceptible to low clarity levels. The
classification schema in general, makes the application of level 3 reservations difficult.
The nodes in FCMs and NA are more abstract (concepts) compared to those of CLDs and SFDs
which utilise variables. Fuzzy cognitive maps and NA as such, are more susceptible to tautology than
their System Dynamics counterparts. The circular conceptualisation of causality in System Dynamics
in addition, is more rigorous compared to that of FCMs and NA. As a result, CLDs and SFDs are less
prone to the cause-and-effect reversal rule. In relation to the cause sufficiency reservation, the use of
Behaviour Over Time Charts within SFDs makes these superior to CLDs (Table 1).
All the tools in the heuristic could be applied across all the ISSPS domains except for FCMs
which are explicitly subjective. Fuzzy cognitive maps’ contribution lies within the soft paradigm
rather than an objective world. This research therefore, recommends that FCMs should not be used in
isolation when diagnosing issues within the biophysical domain. Despite the fact that all the System
Dynamics tools in Table 1 could be applied across all domains, it is important to understand that
SFDs assume quantifiable relations and as such, were historically favoured for the material world.
However, variables that were previously omitted due to unavailability of data are now included with
assumed mathematical relations that are transparent. Causal loop diagrams on the other hand, are
mostly applied within the social world even though [133] argues that these contribute weakly
socially since social practices are largely subjective.
Table 2 shows the output of the TOPSIS model obtained after using Table 1 as a decision
matrix and assuming an equal criteria weight of 0.143 (𝑤𝑗=1−7 = 0.143). From this example SFDs
were the highest ranked tools (𝐶𝑖∗ = 0.765) followed by CLDs (𝐶𝑖∗ = 0.715). It is important to note
that SFDs and CLDs were the only tools in the Table 1 that met all the criteria. Stock and flow
diagrams, however, are superior to CLDs in terms of iterativeness, cause-and-effect logic and the
time delays criterion. They were nonetheless, the second least accessible tool after NA (Table 1)
since they are considered too complex to comprehend. Hence, as advocated for by [81], the use of
SFDs can be strengthened by the adoption of all CLR.
The low rank of NA in Table 2 is a consequence of its low performance on the appreciation
criteria viz. accessibility, interactiveness and transparency (Table 1). The ranking of CEDs on the
other hand, was low because these tools have less analysis capabilities (only cause-and-effect logic).
Although RP are strictly appreciation tools, they were, however, ranked higher than CEDs (Table 2)
owing to the fact that RP performed better than CEDs on the accessibility and interactiveness criteria.
Cause and effect diagrams and RP, however, can be used in tandem with other analysis tools.
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Doggett suggested that CEDs could be used in tandem with CRTs where the output from CEDs is
used to develop a list of UDEs for the current reality tree [75]. As seen in Table 2, the selection
criteria and the criteria weight had a huge influence on the tools ranking. A change in criteria, for
example to appreciation criteria only, could probable result in a different conclusion. Similarly, a
change in criteria weight is expected to have an impact on rankings.
Table 2. Results of TOPSIS based on equal weighting.
Tool
Cause and effect diagrams
Causal loop diagrams
Current reality trees
Fuzzy cognitive maps
Rich pictures
Network approaches
Stock and flow diagrams

𝑆𝑖∗
0.169
0.063
0.136
0.142
0.182
0.170
0.056

𝑆𝑖′
0.083
0.158
0.134
0.091
0.096
0.071
0.184

𝐶𝑖∗
0.329
0.715
0.495
0.393
0.346
0.295
0.765

Rank
6
2
3
4
5
7
1

*Note: 𝑆𝑖∗ = separation from positive ideal solution.

𝑆𝑖′ = separation from negative ideal solution.
𝐶𝑖∗ = relative closeness to ideal solution.

Using the equal weighting (0.143) as a basis, sensitivity analysis of the tools to criteria weight
was conducted. The analysis followed a method by [134] where the weight of each criterion is varied
whilst that of other criteria is multiplied by a common ratio. For application examples of this method
refer to [135]. In this study, sensitivity analysis was conducted by varying the appreciation criteria
viz. accessibility, interactiveness, iterativeness, and transparency. Selection of these criteria was
founded on the fact that the performance of all the tools against the appreciation criteria was more
than zero (Table 1). Figure 3 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis where the weight of (a)
accessibility, (b) interactiveness (c) iterativeness, and (d) transparency increased from scenario 1 to
scenario 9 towards a value of 1.
All the tools were sensitive to criteria weights, which is critical for the MCDA model (Figure 3).
Stock and flow diagrams were the most sensitive as indicated by the change in rankings throughout
the criteria (6 in Figure 3 (a), 2 in (b), 1 in (c), and 4 in (d)). The sensitivity of SFDs under the
iterativeness criterion (Figure 3 (c)), however, was low as these tools were ranked first in almost all
of the scenarios. This is a result of the fact that SFDs were strong iteratively compared to the rest of
the tools in Table 1. Network analysis approaches were the least sensitive as revealed by their
continuous low rank (7) in the accessibility, interactiveness, and the transparency criteria. This is
compatible to the low performance scores for these criteria as indicated in Table 1. Similarly, high
performance scores (5) in the transparency and interactiveness criteria resulted in a positive rank
change for CRTs to first.
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(a) Accessibility

(c) Iterativeness

(b) Interactiveness

(d) Transparency

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis of appreciation criteria.
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5.

Conclusion and recommendations

The complex nature of ISSPS makes it practically difficult to diagnose issues that constrain productivity
within these systems. The matter is further complicated by the fact that most of the diagnostic tools available
are only tailored for specific problem contexts. As such, selecting appropriate tool(s) for the diagnosis of
complex ISSPS issues becomes a challenge. This research developed a diagnostic heuristic that will be used
to compare and to select diagnostic tools. The heuristic offers a basis for the construction of comprehensive
methodological approaches and as such, will improve the efficiency of systemic diagnosis of issues in such
systems. The attributes of ISSPS make the heuristic a relatively general approach to integrated agricultural
supply and processing systems. It is therefore envisaged that the heuristic will be transferable to other
agri-industrial systems.
Systemic diagnostic criteria were developed and a suite of diagnostic tools was compiled. The
performance of each tool on the criteria was determined for tool comparison and/or selection. The suitability
of each tool to diagnose issues within each of the ISSPS domains was also determined. The diagnostic criteria
were accessibility, interactiveness, iterativeness, transparency, feedback, cause-and-effect logic, and time
delays. The suite of tools consisted of CEDs, CLDs, CRTs, NA, RP, and SFDs. It was shown in the study that
each tool provides a different facet to complexity. Hence, the apparent need for multimethodology in ISSPS.
All of the tools in the heuristic could be applied across both criteria (appreciation and analysis) except for RP.
It was further revealed that issues in the soft (culture, collaboration and political forces) and strategic domains
(environment, future strategy and structure) could be diagnosed by any of the tools in the suite. Issues in the
material world (biophysical domain), however, could not be fully diagnosed by FCMs as these tools are
explicitly subjective. Sensitivity analysis of the TOPSIS model revealed that SFDs were the most sensitive
tools in the heuristic whilst NA were least sensitive. The study excluded resource-based criteria (e.g., time and
cost) as these are not entirely dependent on the tool. For future research it is recommended that such criteria be
incorporated into the heuristic. With such criteria incorporated, pairwise comparison of tools by industry
experts could be explored. It is further recommended that the heuristic be demonstrated in an actual ISSPS.
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